Form Cleaner Machines

Improve overall productivity by mechanizing one of the industry’s most labor intensive operations – the cleaning of steel forms. Hamilton Form’s cleaner machines are daily maintenance tools that should be used after every casting to remove concrete debris from the form. Daily cleaning helps prevent heavy build-up, produces a better finish and makes product easier to strip.

Double Tee Stem Cleaner

The Double Tee Stem Cleaner targets one of the most difficult areas to reach for cleaning. The machine is self-contained, rides easily on the form and is easy to transport. The cone shaped brush is made up of multiple disc sections in varying diameters configured to fit the stem width and depth of your double tee. The brush assembly is easy to remove from the machine to allow the attachment of different brushes for use on other double tee beds.

Features:
• Honda electric start 10.2HP engine
• Engine goes to idle and power to brush is disengaged when handle bail is released
• Cone shaped brush is custom assembled to fit double tee stem depth and width
• Nylon filament brushes encapsulated with special abrasive grit for efficient cleaning and long wear

Piling Form Cleaner

The Piling Form Cleaner has 36-inch roller-type wheels to allow the machine to roll on 10-inch to 24-inch and multiple line piling forms. Brush assem blies are custom made to fit individual form size and shape. A special abrasive grit is encapsulated in the long lasting nylon filament brushes. Brush strips can be adjusted outward as they wear for even longer life. The brush assembly is easy to remove from the machine to allow the attachment of different brushes for use on multiple size pile forms.

Features:
• 36-inch rollers allow for use on 10-inch to 24-inch and multiple piling forms
• Honda electric start 10.2HP engine that goes to idle and power to brush is disengaged when handle bail is released
• Nylon filament brushes encapsulated with special abrasive grit
• Brushes can be adjusted outward for longer use

For more information: sales@hamiltonform.com / 817 590-2111